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About This Game

Hey, rookie!
You have to go through a series of tests to prove that you are a worthy fighter!

And then prove yourself in the service of the government!

Peculiar properties:
- Funny and unusual gameplay.

- Unique musical accompaniment.
- The game is a representative of the genre " Japanese visual novel "with elements of mini-games"mini-games".

- All characters are animated and look like real!
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Title: NekoCharm
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Hestia Games
Publisher:
Hestia Games
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 Ghz

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 250 / Radeon HD 7770

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Screen resolution 16:9

English,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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Now, this is one game almost solely dedicated to the notion of SPOOKY. The other recurring theme is MODELS: No, not the
wafer-thin things that caper about on cat-walks, but rather a three-dimensional model of the title building and its attendant
rooms\/sections (an absolutely ingenious device which you'll just have to play the game to "spoil" for yourself), as well as some
of the hands-down scariest bronze statues\/art models you will ever have the good fortune to be terrorized by.

  I gotta say, it's always nice to be so pleasantly surprised by a game you didn't even know existed until it was already available in
the Steam store (the last such game for yours truly was perhaps Outlast, so this title is in mighty good company therein). This
isn't to say there aren't a few problems, however...

  Firstly, the Steam asking price is a tad silly for a game which even I managed to complete in under two hours ('cause believe
me, I play games kinda sloooooow). The project is apparently the product of university students graduating from a game design
course, so within those parameters it's impressive as hell, but it doesn't hurt to recognise that even the very best of such projects
can't exactly go head-to-head with the "big boys", especially price-wise.

  Secondly, there's a few glitches...on more than one occasion, I had a particular enemy permanently freeze on me; which might
almost sound like a "good"\/opportunistic thing, but decidedly less so when you require said enemy to cause damage to
something in order for you to progress.

  Also, I had a hell of a time getting a couple of objects to successfully interact with what they were SUPPOSED to interact
with. I especially had no end of fun trying to get a round ornamental medal thing to go into its appropriate slot in a wall...thought
I must be missing something...looked up a video walkthrough and lo and behold, the dude playing it gets it in first go without
even trying. One game reboot later and I finally managed it, but again not quite as promptly as Mr Walkthrough did, so...yes,
problems, it had a few. I did however break with my usual cheapskate tradition (of waiting for a decent sale) and bought this
game smack-dab on its release date, so perhaps these little bugs will be corrected with time...

  On the whole, though...VERY impressed. Expect big, big things from the people involved. For now, this one merely qualifies
as just a single "big", but there's no doubt there's some talent involved here. If I were their teacher, I would definitely give them
an "A" (but not quite an "A+")...but since I'm not a teacher, I'll simply rate them in my standard manor (whoops, make that
"manner"), and round off my review with the customary:

Verdict: 8.5\/10.. In spite of the *many* things I like about this game, there enough deal-breaking bugs for me not to
recommend this -- at least not in English. (More details below.)

The Good: Truly exceptional world-building! It's a fun mix of Dan Brown, Assassin's Creed, and Tintin. There's a nice balance
of occult history, Venice travelogue, Judeo-Christian mysticism, and political thriller elements. The narrative hits all the right
notes for me.

I don't even mind that the present-day sequences don't use the art style from the original comics, because I wasn't very familiar
with Corto Maltese before playing this game (other than a few tangential references in League of Extraordinary Gentlemen).

Many of the puzzles are genuinely fun, even if they seem a bit ridiculous in the context of the story. In fact, I wish I had thought
of the explorer\/Age of Discovery puzzle myself. (I run a brainteaser-oriented game night in Manila.)

I like how the Compass mechanic works, in general. It's a neat way to bridge the story and gameplay elements.

Bonus points for the puzzles that make use of real-world outside resources: Google Maps, Wikipedia, even TripAdivsor (one
puzzle involves searching for a review posted by an NPC) It's quite a bold risk because it involves user-generated content that
might end up getting deleted, later on. But for now, it feels inspired.

The Bad: The over-reliance on AGS-style connect-the-squares mini-games. Gets hella repetetive, especially in the late game.
There's some occassional wooden voice acting, which I can forgive.

The stuff that makes this game unplayable at times comes from sloppy QA, rather than poor creative decisions by the devs. So it
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falls under...

The Ugly: At least four of the expert-level\/hard-mode puzzles are basically unsolvable because of poor implementation. I can't
go into detail without spoiling it, but have a look at the discussion for this game, if you want to get an idea.

The most obvious example are the hints for a mid-game puzzle involving book titles. The in-game tips make reference to books
that aren't even mentioned in the puzzle!

Also, the Achievements seem to be completely bugged. NOBODY has been able to get them, so far.

Based on other people's feedback, I get the impression that the original Italian version may have better quality control.

It's a shame -- I *really* wanted to like this game. The premise and gameplay have SO MUCH appeal to me. But the actual
execution is unacceptably sloppy.. quite the fun game! still could use some tune ups here and there but for someone looking for
a fast paced run and gun-ish experience its solid! the powers combination is what got me hooked (im hoping they make
"combiners" a more frequent drop, only because it has felt like i crawl from floor to floor just hoping to find one) as of right
now expect a solid gameplay but a barebones experience, this experience will be a nice addition to your rogue style games. Good
strategy concept, poor execution; at least I got this on sale.. Oh dear... this game isn't totally bad, but it relies heavily on one kind
of 'puzzle' that makes the game annoying to play. Before I describe the problem further I'd like to say something about the other
aspects of the game first.

The story isn't great and the voice acting is pretty bad. The graphics are well drawn, but the animation of the characters looks
very wooden even for a HOG. The music is quite good, but the sound effects (especially the footstep sound) get on your nerves
very fast. Overall that would already make it an average HOG that I would have to think about if I would recommend it or not,
but 'luckily' there is something else that makes that decision very easy.

There are hidden object scenes in the game. They are quite unfair (the kind that shows only the shape of an object and that
shape is even partially hidden) and have some absolutely wrong labelled items (a flute is labelled as a 'recorder' in the very first
one) in them. The game uses a very special (pun intended) other kind of silhouette based scene too. Sometimes when you use an
object a screen with the object that you try to use shows up and in the background you see a silhouette that you need to match
by rotating the object along all three axis. If that sounds not very fun and quite complicated to you, then you might understand
why I'm not really happy that this kind of puzzle is the main feature of the game. There are even hidden object scenes that
require you to solve up to five silhouette puzzles in a row.

This 'feature' is absolutely overused and totally kills the already quite mediocre game. Those puzzles aren't so much fun to base
almost your whole game on. Overall the game just isn't good, but if you really like this one specific kind of '3D' puzzle, then I
guess you might enjoy this game. Otherwise there are so many other casual adventure games out there that are just much more
fun to play.. I don't review many games, but this one deserves one for anyone who has a similar situation to me.

I bought this for under $1 on the last sale on a whim because it had local coop. I played with my girlfriend, who isnt that into
gaming, and we had a blast of a time. Although we finished the three "campaigns" in about 4 hours (and there's little to no
replay value), I cherish the fun times we had with this little indie title. Controller support (two xbox one wireless controllers)
was working perfectly out of the box, so no issues there.

For around $0.22\/hr we enjoyed the couch coop experience more than most other games in this category. It's simple to pick up
and play, and other than finally figuring out that we can "go inside buildings" and find shops (seriously, tutorial needs to
mention this very clearly), the game was enjoyable.

To that end I've already wishlisted DeadPixels 2 and will purchase it on release, so long as it maintains what made this game
great, and continues to support local coop. Thanks for making a great game!. Interesting world and story, but characters fall flat
or outside my tastes.

The store\/skill raising gets old kinda fast, and a good portion of the scenes feel disconnected and random.

5\/10 Maybe buy on sale but not one of my favorite WW games.. Katie is a very simple, short, dialogue based story game. It's
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not be the most interesting or well written game but I feel that it's a unique storytelling experience unlike any other game I have
played. While yeah, most of the game is just looking for Katie and then talking to her, Katie has some AI of her own and
sometimes will find you on her own accord which took me by surprise, and the few moments where Katie leads you to a new
place really feels like you are participating in an experience. Not your character. These interactions and the first person
perspective and the few simple stuff you have to do to move the story along help a lot to put *you* into the game and making it
feel like you're sharing a personal moment with Katie. It's pretty nifty.. Enjoying this game so far.
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This is a really fun simcade. If you are looking for a hardcore f-16 sim then this is not for you, try Falcon 4.0 instead. If you are
looking to shoot down 20 to 30 enemies in one mission then this is not for you, try Ace Combat or HAWX. If you are looking
for something in between those two ends of the spectrum then this is for you. There is a learning curve to the game, but it would
not take more than a few training missions for most to jump into the campign. There are a few bugs to the game, but nothing
major that detracks from the fun.. HELP MY PEE PEE WONT GO DOWN!!!!!. If your anything like me...your tired of the
same old same old. It is very hard to find a good action based MOBA. Most will dumb the combat down to add to the RPG
element. GOOD Skill based PVP games are few and far between. If you like BR\/MOBA games and are looking for a dash of
old school rpg, I recommend trying this. Its rough now, but I can tell its going the right direction if they listen to the players.
You start off in teams of 2 battle royale style. You grind mobs together to level and find items. The items you find you use to
craft gear which gets higher and higher. You can also join a faction and gain NPC assistance. The combat is the best in BR
games I have played so far. It has a MOBA style character design with 10 playable characters each with 3 unique skills. They
consist of things like grapple hook, magic, shield charge, arrow rain, charge attacks, light attacks, buffs, healing etc. Each
character has its own play style which can be affected by gear stats like movement speed etc. There is a block and parry
mechanic although its kind of brokemn at the moment. You can spam block basically whenever assume you throw an attack
first. Block has no cooldown and no delay. Most will just attack and parry as fast as they can. This is a MOBA game with a BR
style gameplay.. lots of fun, crashes are a bit annoying but im sure will be worked out in patches

edit: yeah ok, the crashes are actually really bad. one of them almost made me have to restart my pc it hardcrashed so bad. this is
just more of a bug report than an opinion but its important to know these things when buyign a game.

otherwise, if youre looking to do nothing for an hour or two and beat people like the ape you always hoped to be, this is your
game. A beautifully executed story with lots of details and possibilities to immerse deep into it - the "theatre-button" setting and
the tools in there are great. Really true: It's not a film and it's not a theatre; there's something in between. I hope there will be
commiing other stories in some different environments, too. For everyone who enjoys studying, watching and exploring and is
happy to see a game, that can run backwards literally, too. Thanks to the developers, for that lovely made game.. I have played
over 30 hours of this game. There are a few bugs but overall, its a good game if you like vehicle simulators but doesnt make a
great first impression. Once you have played it for a bit then youll grasp the basics of driving. To conclude, before driving I
would advise looking at the controls :D
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